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Scoping Session Comments - Visual Impact of the HP Commons Proposed Apartment Complex.

Laura Lokey - resident in the Hamlet of Staatsburg

I am addressing this session on the Visual Impact that this proposed apartment complex could
have on travelers on Route 9.

Traveling north on Route 9 beyond the Vanderbuilt estate, gives one the sensation of being in the
country. Large expanses of green meadows bordered by trees make up the majority of scenery.
And rightly so - as a Hudson River Valley Greenway Compact Community, we benefit from a
number of incentives and protections provided by New York State. Route 9 is a Designated
Scenic Highway. It is also a "therapeutic highway" for many of us, including our tourists and
guests, offering lush green relief to the eye and the soul.

The following requests are made to the developers of the Hyde Park Commons Apartment
complex as well as all future developers to ensure the continuation of this bucolic stretch.

• Very wide setbacks should be made on Route 9 consisting of trees and meadows with
new buildings hidden behind a forested berm.

• Modesty and restraint in signage is imperative with no billboards or advertising
• Buildings should not be seen from the river or from across the river
• Light pollution is a concern. Street lamp fixtures and parking lot lighting should not be

seen from outside the developments
• Parking areas should be hidden behind the buildings, under trees or softened by

landscaping and without vast expanses of unrelieved blacktop.
• Traffic signal lights are not desired. Entrance only and Exit only access lanes may help

flow into and out of the complexes

It is crucial that Country not Development be what is seen and that continued efforts be made to
preserve the visual resources we currently have.

Thank you.
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Statement to Planning Board, Town of Hyde Park, NY - 6/22/04 ,, . . , _ „ ~ .

Submitted by: Peter Dowley, 38 Mulford Ave., Staatsburg
pdowlev@iuno.com (845) 889-4850
Chair of the Staatsburg Water Advisory Committee, a standing committee of the
Staatsburg Association for Village Efforts, Inc.

Ref.: Hyde Park Commons Scoping Session & Related Documents

1. I believe the proposed development can have a great negative impact on the water
system it intends to make use of, specifically on the ability of that system to provide
fire-fighting capability to both this new development and the areas of Town currently
served by that water system, unless remediation is provided by the developer.

I also believe the proposed development can have a negative impact on the quality
of the water in the Hudson River if its sewage treatment plant plans do not adequately
provide for the highest degree of wastewater treatment and handling.

2. Fire-fighting capability is defined by the existence of hydrants, and by the ability of
those hydrants to provide water at a specified pressure for a certain period of time -
this pressure and duration are standards set by involved agencies, not local decisions
- which I believe is called "fire flow".

Fire flow is in turn supported by the reserve capacity of the water system - that is,
by the amount of water in storage, and to some extent by the location of that stored
water in the piping network of the water system.

3. It is useful to define the existing systems to understand my point.
* The Hyde Park Water System, that is, the old Hyde Park Fire and Water District

water system, contains two water storage tanks, the smaller of which (750,000
gallons) is the northern one, nearest to the Hyde Park Commons.

• The Staatsburg Water System, which takes its water from the north end of the
Hyde Park Water System, is entirely to the North of the Hyde Park Commons,
and does not have a water storage tank. Part of the engineering of the Staatsburg
Water System was the calculation that that system as currently configured
would have adequate fire flow from the Hyde Park Water System, based upon
system elevations and tank and main water line capacity.

* The Staatsburg Water System is the former privately owned Staatsburg Water
Company, which was not constrained by municipal boundaries, and it provides
water service to the southwestern corner of the Town of Rhinebeck. The northern
end of the Staatsburg Water System has some of its largest commercial
customers: Daytop Village on Foxhollow Road and the Heritage Arms Apt's. on
Mill Road. Daytop connects to the water main on Mill Road by pipeline across its
property to its Mill Road access point. South of these are the Convent of the
Sisters of St Ursula, which usually is not a water customer but has the pipeline
across its property and hydrant access. The water line then follows South Mill
Road east to Route 9, and then south, serving Belvedere and then goes south and
west into the Staatsburg hamlet. As it does, it serves the former Hull / Guccione
estate, and the Mills Mansion.
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• South of the hamlet but also north of Hyde Park Commons, the former Staatsburg
School, the Norrie Environmental Center, the Hyde Park Nursing Home, the
senior residence west of that, the Anderson School Main Campus, and PDQ
Manufacturing all are dependent on Staatsburg Water System fire flow capability.

• From a fire exposure point of view, most of the above institutions and buildings
are built to older fire prevention standards and are more susceptible to major
structural fires than newer buildings would be.

Hyde Park Commons will be a big enough community unto itself that it will require
substantial fire fighting capability in its own infrastructure.
I know that dams are constructed to an engineering standard called "the one hundred
year flood" - that is, they need to be designed to withstand the kind of flood that only
occurs once every one hundred years. I don't know if there is a similar standard for
water systems, such as, "for every 1000 users, maximum demand for fire-flow is
NNN". Staatsburg Water (a/k/a Zone C) serves about 270 service connections; Hyde
Park Zones A & B about 1140; Harbourd Hills (Zone D) is about Staatsburg's size,
and draws on the southern tank more than directly on the northern one.
From a worst-case, engineering-oriented water-demanding scenario, the planning for
this development should address a concurrent, multiple incident (fire, main breaks,
tank rupture or out-of-service) situation, e.g., a major fire in the Staatsburg System,
and another in either Hyde Park Commons itself or the north end of the Hyde Park
System. An additional water storage tank is probably required.
In regards to Hudson River water quality, smaller wastewater treatment systems are
particularly prone to inflow and infiltration by groundwater and storm water,
especially as they age. The result would be overflow, the dumping of untreated or
poorly treated sewage, into the Hudson. This would occur at a point only about a mile
to the north of the Hyde Park Water Plant intake. While the Hyde Park Water Plant
has excellent filtration and treatment ability, additional filtration and treatment due to
dirtier intake would be at higher cost, part of which would be borne by the occupants
of Hyde Park Commons - never mind the unattractiveness of living in a "Flush today,
Drink it tomorrow" environment.

The planning for this development's wastewater system should consider its ability
to handle volumes that exceed minimum standards, to be built to have a very long
service life, and to provide tertiary treatment, so outflow is as clean as possible.



Comments on the SCOPING of the HYDE PARK COMMONS
Submitted by
Robert Linville; PO Box 55; 15 Mulford Avenue, Staatsburg,

JUN 2 2 2004
IMPACT ON ASSESSMENT DISTRICTS

PLANNING BOARD OFFICE

The property of the Commons at Hyde Park consists of T tax parcels.
These parcels lie in 2 different Fire and Rescue Districts, 2 different Library
districts and 2 different public water districts.

The placement of buildings, facilities and service connections on the
property and the attendant changes hi assessment must be carefully
coordinated with all these entities to ensure a fair distribution of the tax base
and benefit units. Representatives of the Hyde Park and Staatsburg Fire, rc'̂
Library and water districts should be consulted and be involved it finding an
equitable resolution.

IMPACT ON COMMUNITY IDENTITIES

That the boundaries of different fire, rescue, library and water districts
run through this development illustrates the fact that it is located between
two distinct areas. This is subtle, but very important. It historically has
served as part of the separation zone between the hamlets of Hyde Park and
Staatsburg. Each has a history and identity of which they are justifiably
proud and which they strive to preserve. The concept of neighborhood is a
strong underpinning of a traditional American lifestyle.

Great effort and creativity must be used in this project to preserve the
visual buffer of trees and green space that now give the feeling of
transitioning from one hamlet to a distinctly different one. It is important to
retain the sense of two lovely hamlets rather than blurring them together in a
suburban sprawl.



IMPACT ON THE NEIGHBORHOOD

Because of the potential of this property and the adjacent parcels to
add 2500 or more dwelling units, it is essential that there be sincere
cooperation between the developers, the Town of Hyde Park and even the
county. Some adjacent parcels are under construction, some already have
planning board approvals, and the others are in preliminary discussions with
the planning and zoning offices.

Alternatives to stand-alone development of this parcel must be
examined to maximize the benefits to the public and the owners while
minimizing the combined adverse effects of intense, contiguous residential
development. A Planned Unit Development, or similar concept, should be
explored.

Connections with surrounding properties should be created, not
withstanding the preservation of hamlet separation along route 9.
Connections that should be examined include internal roadways, public
walking or biking paths, and emergency access.

An understanding of the types of housing and the potential markets on
adjacent parcels could lead to a better overall community and market plan.

Shared rnfrastructure should be considered, especially sewer.
Cooperation with surrounding developments could lead to upgrading sewer
facility at the Ledges to serve a wide area, perhaps extending as far as the
hamlet of Staatsburg.

Coordinating this development with its neighbors could also lead to
the benefits by jointly addressing the need for fire, rescue, police, recreation,
library and school facilities or funding.

This project should not continue until the kind of cooperation and
coordination just mentioned are in place.



VISUAL IMPACTS
The drive past this property is now characterized by green, wooded

and peaceful views. That feeling must be retained along this designated
Scenic Highway. A wide and dense buffer should be established so that no
housing is visible from the road or in the viewscape of the Hudson River.
Preserving the old growth trees should be considered. Ways must be found
to minimize light pollution in the neighborhood and across the river. This
has an impact on the animal habitat as well as human annoyances.

Stone walls should be preserved and others might be added to stay in
keeping with the cultural and visual theme through Hyde Park. Architecture
and design features should not have a jarring impact but be in keeping with
historic examples in the Hyde Park and Staatsburg area.

Open space should be preserved as much as possible with roadways
and parking lots landscaped and unobtrusive. Community groups such as
the Historic Hyde Park Corridor Committee, the Route 9G Corridor
Committee and Hyde Park Visual Environment should be consulted on these
and other issues.

WILDLIFE & PLANT IMPACTS
Habitat is rapidly disappearing in this region causing migration of

animals to residential sites and threatening their existence. This wooded
land is one of last stand of forest on route 9 until south of Poughkeepsie.
The loss of habitat must be mitigated. A thorough study for the presence of
endangered or protected species must be done to minimize the impact of this
project on them. Consideration should be given to generous buffering of the
wetlands on the site, especially along Bard Rock Creek. The impact of site
drainage must be minimized.

COMMERCIAL IMPACTS
Consideration should be given to including small retail services in the

project for the benefit of the immediate area. This would avoid the need to
drive for every shopping trip. The scale should not be such that it will draw
significantly from established shopping districts.

IMPACTS ON COMMUNITY SERVICES
Consideration should be given to setting aside land for the building of

some or all of the following: a school, firehouse, ambulance facility, police
station and public recreational facilities. The impact of this intense
residential increase will be felt by the above agencies. The fire and rescue
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squads will be particularly impacted, as they depend largely upon volunteers
and are currently in great need of them. How can this impact be mitigated?

TRAFFIC IMPACTS
Curb cuts must be kept to a minimum with interconnectedness to

surrounding properties. This is a very critical impact. The type of housing
and the demographics of the residents must be clearly connected to the
potential traffic impacts. Traffic lights and turn lanes should be studied and
coordinated with the surrounding properties. Access to 9G and South Cross
Road should be examined as an option for traffic flow control. An overlay
district should be considered that coordinates with the County and the Town
of Rhinebeck plans for Route 9. School busses should have easy access to
the property with shelters, turns, and interior gathering places for students.

ECONOMIC IMPACTS
Examine and minimize the economic impact of the apartment style of

housing on senior services, emergency services, schools, passive and active
public recreation and child care. Estimates of age, socio-economic status,
family size, and transience should be included. This is a huge proposal and
it will have huge impacts.

CULTURAL IMPACTS
Investigate and adhere to the principles of all applicable designations

for this region: scenic highway, Greenway, Historic District, Heritage
District, and the River Trail. The state D.O.T. has a Bike Route 9 program.
This project should enhance, not negatively impact that program. Preserve
the vistas, provide services and minimize traffic interactions with the bikers.
This property has had some interesting previous uses, including, I believe,
camp, vacation resort and agriculture uses. Its history should be researched
and preserved in appropriate forms. The property should connect to the
Hyde Park walking trail network, with full public access.
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From: wtimm3@aol.com
Sent: Saturday, June 26, 2004 10:43 AM
To: wtimm3@aol.com
Subject: New apts and homes in Hyde Park

Submitted on Saturday, June 26, 2004 at 07:43:23

I am concerned with the increase of new homes and apartments
planning to come into Hyde Park. With the amount of traffic and strain
on school capacity, this is not a good idea. Hyde Park already has a
heavy burden to deal with. Also, the traffic situation at Dunkin' Donuts
between SAM and 10AM needs to be addressed. With the increased
proposed homes, I cannot imagine how much worse that situation will
become.

If new schools have to be provided, which will happen, taxes will become
unaffordabie for many of those who are on fixed incomes.

Thank you for your interest.
William Timmons



From: RettaRN@aol.com
Sent: Saturday, June 26, 2004 10:55 AM
To: RettaRN@aol.com
Subject: Proposed apartments and homes in H. P.

RECEIVED
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J'S OFFICE
JOWN OF HYDE PARK

Submitted on Saturday, June 26, 2004 at 07:55:26 To all concerned:

After attending last week's Planning Board meeting at Roosevelt High
School, my eyes were opened to all the many negatives for this new
proposed development. Environmental issues, wildlife destruction,
increased traffic, increased need for schools, then taxes, increased need
for fire and police services who could possibly be in favor of doing this
to our historic village of Hyde Park?

My husband and I have lived here a lifetime and raised our family here.
We do not want to see Hyde Park become another Fishkill or
Westchester. Please consider these issues.

Also, if you want to bring new business into Hyde Park, please consider
all the vacant stores available invite COSTCO (an upscale Sam's
Club), or The Christmas Tree Shop, or just a nice department store.

Thank you for your time.
Loretta Timmons
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Mrs. .adeen
38 Primrose Hill Road
Rhinebeck, NY 12572
( 8 4 5 ) 876-7838

June 2 2 , 2004

Town of Hyde Park Supervisor
Town of Hyde Park Planning Board
Town of Hyde Park Zoning Board
and anyone else who can help...

To Whom This May Concern:

I strongly urge you to do whatever is in your power to
stop the building along Route 9.

This forestry demolition not only devistates our last
undeveloped area, but will cause certain death to the
wildlife now living there.

We do have endangered species struggling to survive as
it is. This is their last and only area to live. Not to
mention the animals that have known nothing else as "home".

Our ecological system will also suffer with all the
chemicals and ground destruction for proper water, sewage
and drainage for these new buildings.

This is our Historic Hudson VAlley. Let's do our very
best to let the last bit of it that is free, to stay free!

Sincerely,

A '
' /Jadeen L. Murray



From: Duane Pearson [drp12538@optonline.net]
Sent: Monday, June 14, 2004 2:53 PM
To: supervisor@hydeparkny.us; supervisorsecretary@hydeparkny.us;

ward1@hydeparkny.us; ward2@hydeparkny.us;
ward3@hydeparkny.us; ward4@hydeparkny.us

Subject: Letter re. Development

development letter

-|-ne attached letter expresses the concern of the Hyde
Park Visual Environment Committee for the potential impact upon the
quality of life in Hyde Park from the unprecedented number of proposed
new housing units presently undergoing review by the Planning Board. It
makes a point that all development should recognize the natural beauty
and historical significance of Hyde Park by siting, scale and design. It is
the further recommendation of the Hyde Park Visual Environment
Committee that the Town Board adopt a policy on behalf of the residents
of our community that all development must pay its own way.

Duane Pearson
Chairman
Hyde Park Visual Environment Committee



Hyde Park Visual Environment Committee
P.O. Box 125

Hyde Park, New York 12538

June 13, 2004

To The Town Supervisor, Town Board Members, Members of the Planning Board and the Zoning
Board of Appeals and the Citizens of Hyde Park:

Dear Fellow Citizens;

The Hyde Park Visual Environment Committee is made up of a broad cross section of Hyde Park
residents and has been active in the community for more than thirty years. The Committee would
like to go on record to urge the Town Supervisor and Town Board, Members of the Planning
Board and the Zoning Board of Appeals and the citizens of Hyde Park to carefully consider all
pending and future development proposals.

We urge that everyone fully examine the multitude of impacts upon the visual environment and
quality of life in Hyde Park, the considerable impacts upon traffic, the need for walking and
bicycle paths, and the major effects proposed development would have on the expansion of town
services especially fire, police, emergency services, road maintenance and recreation. Special
attention should be given to the cumulative effects of the many new development proposals and
to the increased burden new residential construction places upon school staffing, busing and
educational facilities.

Hyde Park is presently receiving an unprecedented number of development proposals brought
under the existing outdated Zoning Code. At a recent meeting of the Hyde Park Visual
Environment Committee, Town Supervisor, Yancy McArthur, reported that the Town has
received applications for over 6,000 new housing units! One can only assume that the owners
and developers submitting these proposals have crunched the numbers and have high expectations
that these projects will show a handsome profit. It is extremely important for Town Officials,
Boards and citizens to determine if these proposed development projects, as presented and
described, are in the best interest of the community.

In the early spring, the Hyde Park Visual Environment Committee held a series of town meetings
in three corners of the town. The meetings were well attended, and citizens shared their dreams
and concerns for Hyde Park, hi each of these meetings, residents expressed anxiety for the future
of Hyde Park. The proposed condominium complex north of The Ledges, the Commons at Hyde
Park, had recently been presented to the Planning Board and was identified as a major concern at
all three meetings. The Hyde Park Planning Board has scheduled scoping meetings for this
project at 7:00 pm on June 22 at the Roosevelt High School Auditorium and on June 24 at the
Wallace Center. Public input is invited at these meetings and the Visual Environment Committee
encourages citizens to attend!

The Committee urges the Planning Board to evaluate the scope of each project, especially the 732
unit, Commons at Hyde Park proposal, to review the effect of light pollution on our Town and to
residents across the river, to emphasize the need for attractive architecture and design elements
including stone and/or wood facie, proper window styles, appropriate roof lines, and the use of



stone walls and landscaping and to locate parking behind any structure so that parking lots are not
apparent to pedestrians and travelers. Last, we would remind everyone that the Albany Post Road
is a designated New York State Scenic Highway and as such requires appropriate buffers and
protection of existing natural forested landscapes.

As the representatives of all the people, Town elected and appointed officials have a duty and a
responsibility to represent the entire community of Hyde Park. Citizens need to understand the
impacts of proposed development especially what taxes these projects can realistically generate
and what tax increases the community must bear to make up any shortfalls!

It is also important to remember during consideration of development proposals:

• That Hyde Park has international name recognition resulting from the
Roosevelt legacy

• That Hyde Park has an outstanding natural setting in the Hudson River Valley
• That Hyde Park has by and large not positioned itself to take advantage of its

status or location
• That Hyde Park is a bedroom community with most taxes raised from

residential property and the service business that supports the community

Therefore the Committee recommends:

• That all development recognize the natural beauty and historical significance
of Hyde Park by siting, scale and design, and

• That the Hyde Park community adopt a policy that all development must pay
its own way

The Hyde Park Visual Environment Committee works on a wide variety of initiatives and
programs as diverse as the beautification projects at the Post Office, Town Hall, Library,
Dutchess County SPCA and along Routes 9 and 9G, the preservation and reconstruction of
stonewalls, the conservation of the natural resources of the Hyde Park area and the preservation
of historic resources including the most successful effort to recognize Val Kill as a National
Historic Site. The Committee maintains its commitment to conservation and preservation and
supports a policy for the thoughtful development of Hyde Park.

The members of the Hyde Park Visual Environment Committee urge all citizens to work with
their Elected Officials and Town Boards to manage and direct development so that it will have a
positive impact upon the future of Hyde Park.

Sincerely,

Duane Pearson
Chairman
Hyde Park Visual Environment Committee

845 229-7864
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SUPERVISOR'S OFFICE
TOWN OF HYDE PARK

TO: The Town of Hyde Park Planning Board and
The Hyde Park Town Board

SUBJECT: Proposed development known as Hyde Park Commons

I would like you to call a halt to the Hyde Park Commons Housing Project for the following
reasons:

• Negative impact on the Town of Hyde Park infrastructure including:
o Fire
o Police
o Schools
o Water
o Sewer
o Town Hall services
o Library

• Unknown tax increases to cover infrastructure gaps named above

• Negative impact on the environment including:
o Wetlands
o Wildlife
o Vegetation
o Archeology
o Traffic

• Negative impacts to the Historic, Cultural and Scenic aspects of the Town of Hyde Park

No further development should be allowed in the Town of Hyde Park until a Master Plan is put
in place. Dunkin' Donuts is a prime example of the poor planning that the town is responsible
for. We need a strategy that will protect the citizens of the Historic Town of Hyde Park and the
environment, not one that favors the interests of greedy, out of town land developers, loggers,
realtors and building contractors.



Yancy McArthur
JUN I 2 2004

•SOPH
From: Barbara [barbara560@att.net]

Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 2004 2:54 PM

To: supervisor@hydeparkny.us

Subject: new developments

1. adopt new zoning that matches the 1997 plan.

2. we don't want or need 2,523 new homes in northern Hyde
Park!

3. The school district won't handle so many new students. This needs to be addressed before any

new developments are built!!!!!

Barbara Ricci,

5 Spruce Road

Hyde Park, NY 12538

6/22/04



Yancy McArthur, Supervisor
4383 Albany Post Road
Hyde Park NY 1253 8
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Dear Supervisor McArthur:
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June l 2005

SUPERVISOR'S OFFICE
_TOWN OF HYDE PARK

Recently I became aware of a number of building projects pending in Hyde
Park and think it imperative that you take whatever action within your authority such as
to prevent this catastrophe in the making,

I have had a home in Hyde Park for 16 years, eleven of them on Cardinal Road and the
last five across the street from the Hyde Park Condominiums. The Huyler Estates
property abuts my north property line. I have no problem with this development as it
involved only some 23 lots scaled for solid middle-class construction and an infra-
structure that would support a stable, problem-free community.

This is a far cry from what is proposed - huge numbers of people and accompanying
traffic on Rt. 9, devastation of enormous swathes of land that give Hyde Park its unique
town-country feel, swamping of our schools which even now are at or over capacity, to
say nothing of the huge tax increases to support the services needed for this population
explosion. These projects need to be considered as a group rather than individually as
they are cumulative and interacting in their effects.

I am particularly dismayed by the HP Commons project. Not only is it hugely out of
scale with the rest of the town, but the history of its sponsors who are tied directly or
indirectly with the HP Condominiums ownership tells us what we can expect down the
line - promises of concern about the community but a reality of neglect and "take the
money and run". If you review the police and fire department logs relative to HP
Condominiums, you most certainly will find an extraordinary number of responses
relative to other areas of HP; to say nothing about their history of building code, safety
and health issues and violations..

I know that you are fully committed to making HP the best that it can be, We have an
enormous potential which may be negated by these behemoths. We need regulated,
considered development that allows the town to grow but not be devoured . These
massive projects will change the values , way of life, and composition of HP forever. It
is not a stretch to predict HP will become the welfare housing center of Dutchess
County. I think you can lead the charge to prevent this from happening.

Sincerely,

V
Richard A. Marx
WaveCrest
467 1 Albany Post Road
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From: Mary S. Donohue, 4586 Route 9, Hyde Park, NY 12538

Re. Scoping comments Hyde Park Commons Project, Rt 9, Hyde Park NY

Please consider these comments and requests for information as the developers are
preparing the Draft Scoping document for Planning Board approval.

1. A Visual EAF should be filed. Photo simulation of the proposed project imposed
on existing view shed. Views from the north and south Route 9 corridor and also
from the west properties along the Route 9 corridor should be shown. Will there
be seasonal views from the Hudson River?

2. Project purpose and need. - Marketing study and demographics of the renters of
the proposed apartments. Relate this to the job market in Dutchess County in a
25-30 mile radius from the proposed apartment site. Please discuss the rents to be
charged for the one bedroom and two bedroom units, comparing those rents to
other rental apartment complexes of approximately the same size in the Hyde
Park, Rhinebeck and Poughkeepsie area.

3. Please submit alternate development plans, which integrate different types of
residential dwelling units, i.e. detached single-family dwellings, townhouses,
condominiums, senior residences and apartments, with a reduction of units from
the proposed unit count, In essence, I am looking for creation of a neighborhood
not just strip residential apartments.

4. Drainage, parking, buildings and other impervious surfaces should be discussed as
to how they will impact the open space areas of the site, i.e. wetlands, habitats and
buffers.

5. Please discuss the recreation that will be provided on site for residents of the
this neighborhood. What recreation facilities will the developer provide,
for seniors, adults and children? What recreation facilities will be provided for
the residents of the Town of Hyde Park, either at this site or at a Town recreation
facility?

6. Traffic should be evaluated on projects currently approved and those now
proposed in the area between the Vanderbilt Mansion and South Cross Road.
Scoping out a potential full build out in this area is also important due to several
additional vacant land parcels, available for development, within the next 6
months to a year in the area identified above. These vacant land parcels are
carrying a heavy burden of water tax benefit units. Those yearly costs prevent



landowners/developers from holding onto the land for the long term, as a future
land investment. Also, as we know, the development pressure is heading north
from Westchester County and southern Dutchess.

7. Impacts should be evaluated related to the Town of Hyde Park facilities,
personnel and services. Information and data can be collected and analyzed from
the heads of Departments. This analysis should identify equipment and personnel
growth for the Highway Department, Police and Court facilities and personnel,
Fire Department and Emergency services, Recreation facilities and personnel,
which should include senior and children's recreation, Town Hall facilities,
services and personnel, especially Planning and Zoning, Assessor and Building
Department.

Impacts should also be identified and analyzed for Dutchess County services:
welfare, mental health clinics, medical clinic services, Office of the aging, Family
court, Social Service agencies and Public Health Nursing.

School budget impacts: Please provide realistic numbers of school children that
would be added to the Hyde Park School District by comparing the number of
students from other apartment complexes in the local Dutchess County area. It
would be helpful to list the School Districts and the numbers of children, in
Elementary, Junior and High School that are residing in these apartments and are
being educated by each District. This would be a local sampling and I believe
would be more accurate than a study from another state or location.

8. An alternate site layout should be provided with a significant unit reduction.

9. There should be a presentation on the mature trees to be saved and maintained on
the site, along the Route 9 Transportation Corridor and in the areas of site
improvements and construction.

10. Who will own the roads and drainage easements? Will it be the Town of Hyde
or a HO A?

11. Please discuss the creation of a Village like atmosphere with sidewalks, period
lighting and tree planting.

JffnJr~*fa>
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The Planning Board of Hyde Park
c/o Don Veith, Chairman
Town Hall
4383 Albany Post Road
Hyde Park, NY 12538
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PLANNING BOARD OFFICE

Re: Hyde Park Commons SEQR Scoping Session

To the Hyde Park Planning Board:

Last Tuesday evening, June 15,2004, a group of interested and lively citizens met
to discuss the Hyde Park Commons development proposal. Our purpose was to
brainstorm for ideas, requests, demands, wishes, wants and needs to convey to you, and
to the project sponsor, for their upcoming scoping session on June 22. This letter
summarizes topics covered to date. More suggestions are expected to percolate in the
next few days.

There was a general consensus among us that Hyde Park Commons cannot be
viewed in isolation, but in the context of all other proposed development in the area. We
endorse the hiring of a professional planner to help guide the fate, and shape the
evolution, of the whole 1,380 acres in question. We referred to the overall chunk of land,
with its fourteen different parcels, as the North Park Rectangle. We discussed whether its
development would mean a sad end to all we love about Hyde Park and its small-town
nature, OR a golden opportunity to see our dreams come true, a "New Deal for Hyde
Park" as it were, a fresh chance at good planning to make our town even better, instead of
just congested.

Here's our wish list, so far, with comments made at the meeting:

We discussed visuals. We want wide, wide setbacks on Route 9, all trees and
meadows, with new buildings hidden behind a forested berm. We want no billboards or
advertising, and we want modesty and restraint in signage. Route 9 is a Designated
Scenic Highway. It is also a "therapeutic highway" for us and our tourists and guests,
offering lush green relief to the eye and the soul. Sound forest management would
encourage growth of larger tree specimens. Pastureland in the setbacks could be leased
or given for grazing; behind farm-style fencing, not estate-style to detract from the
mansions. Our visitors want to see COUNTRY, not development. (As do we.) Let's
make every gateway to Hyde Park breathtaking for its greenness, and be known for that.
Yes, everybody has to be able to live somewhere, but let's not squander our visual
resources in the process.



We want consideration, for the whole Rectangle, of whether buildings can be seen
from the river. And from across the river. We caution against light pollution. And we
wish to not have to see the street lamp fixtures and parking lot lighting from outside the
developments.

We'd like the parking areas to be hidden. Behind the buildings, under trees, or
softened by landscaping. Without vast expanses of unrelieved blacktop. We noted the
relationship of paving and drainage.

Let us remind our developers that we are part of a Heritage Area, Historic
District, and Greenway. Let us remind ourselves to have our planning efforts reflect the
spirit and intentions of the Greenway.

We discussed traffic. We either want, or we don't want, (depending on other
factors) a signal light. We do want turning and merging lanes, to ease flow. We
discussed sight lines relative to the hill at the Commons property, and the possible merits
of locating the entrance to the Commons across from the Yacht Club.

We want all parcels of the North Park Rectangle, east of Route 9, to access Route
9G as well. We want improvements to South Cross Road, and perhaps additional
crossroads. We want our new planner to come up with ways for the abutting parcels to
interconnect, relate, and compliment each other.

Unanimously and unequivocally, we want NO MORE TRAFFIC CONGESTION
in Hyde Park Center. But we must face the possibility and ramifications of having to
widen our roads. 9? 9G? Both? What will be the effect on the homeowners on South
Cross Road?

We will need school bus stops and shelters, preferably not directly on Routes 9 or
9G. If the roads within the developments are not dedicated to the town, then please
arrange for easements. And we'll need a couple of LOOP stops and shelters, with
pulloffs for the busses.

It was noted that bicyclists and hikers use Route 9. How about sidewalks into
Staatsburg and Hyde Park Center? Connections to the Hyde Park Trail? A bike lane at a
safer distance from the edge of the road? We envisioned an underpass to connect the
neighborhoods across Route 9 from one another. It is hoped that one would not have to
get into a car in order to cross the road. We fantasized an overpass as well, with a scenic
viewpoint on top.

We expressed great concern for all the wild animals, not just the Blanding's
Turtles, that would be displaced and made homeless by new construction. We also gave
thought to the increased hazard that desperate stray animals might present to motorists, as
land is cleared.



We discussed the impact on services: police, fire, library, schools, recreation.
Hospitals and their emergency rooms. Clerical staff at our Town Hall. Transfer station.
Justice Court. Our water supply and its capacity. Can we access, store, and transport
enough water for both drinking and fire? Will we need another holding tank to maintain
enough pressure for fire protection? Will The Ledges sewer plant be adequate?

Addressing development in the North Park Rectangle as a whole, and with
professional planning, would give us the opportunity to fulfill some long-standing
desires in Hyde Park, funded by the developers and our new neighbors. A police
station. Enlarging the town hall with a second story. Sewer in the Center.
Sidewalks, trees, and buried utility lines. New businesses. Vacant commercial space
filled up. Expanded schools. Paid firefighters. Town-wide trash pickup. What else
can we add to our wish list? Requiring the developers to come to our table together,
cooperatively and inter-dependently could bring us other great benefits, such as
river access, a waterfront recreation area, or land set aside for a new school. Look
to the Giuccione property, for example. There may be opportunities there for our
town, with the backing of the big money that has shown an interest in us and our
location.

We talked about design. We offer the suggestion that design elements of future
construction reference (tactfully) some of our favorite buildings in town, such as the
Hyde Park Post Office, Dutch Reform Church, old Gilbert Farm barn and the Hyde Park
Antiques Center. Other worthy examples no doubt come to mind. It would not be
appropriate to transplant architectural styles here from other parts of the country. It
should look Hudson Valley. We encourage thematic interconnectedness and
compatibility among all the projects, as well as with the hamlets. Stonework, as we
know, is a cherished element in our town. The walls built by the Visual Environment
Committee are good examples. Those in front of Home Depot are not.

It was requested that the sponsors inquire into the history of their respective sites.
Who were the early owners? What were their situations? There are old stone walls in
those woods, some of which would warrant saving, and the Commons site has the stone
foundations of an old hotel or tourist bungalows. Think of those as an asset to the site.
What about old burial grounds? Indian artifacts? SHIPO review? Mastodon bones?
Mature trees? There are more than a few junk cars and discarded sofas. Rumor has it
there's a squatters' camp as well.

We would like for the sponsor to invite any interested parties on a walking tour of
the site and its features, some weekend day in the near future.

Christopher Alexander, author of A Pattern Language and The Timeless Way of
Building writes that the optimum maximum population per neighborhood is about 400-
500 persons. This is large enough to provide vitality, small enough to be cohesive.
Neighborhoods can then be interlinked. We recommend walkable neighborhoods that are
not exclusively residential, but have a few basic services within reach without a car.
Such as a small store for milk and newspapers, perhaps a cleaners. A cafe or coffee shop.



Daycare. Tennis courts, a pool. A ball court and playground within sight of the
apartments. We considered viewscapes, collection ponds, promenades for an evening
stroll, public benches, a small commons, and individual garden spaces for the apartment
dwellers. The North Park Rectangle might be a great site in which to invite a store such
as Adams'.

Lastly, we debated economics. Regarding the Commons, some expressed a
preference for townhouses over apartments, with units geared towards seniors. Some
wondered what is the proportion of police calls to The Ledges/Royal Crest relative to the
rest of the town. One asked what were the demographics of the occupants of The
Ledges/Royal Crest. Others asked the intended market niche of the developers' target
customers. Some favored diversity. We all wondered what the rents might be. No one
actually admitted to xenophobia.

Just what do 750 units look like, we asked? Are there any existing developments
in Dutchess County on this scale? What sort of traffic do they have? Can we access any
data on, say, Rhinebeck Green? How much might taxes increase with a project of this
scope? Consider the tax impact of development in Nassau and Suffolk Counties. What
does the developer pay? Do we have anyone in Hyde Park who is a property tax expert?
There was an outcry for NO NEW TAXES and to keep government small.

Is this too vast a project? Is it too many people in too small a space? How do we
mitigate? What do we do to put real teeth in our restrictions? Then how do we enforce
them? How can we ensure development that is both economically and aesthetically
feasible, for both now and in the future? Can our zoning still be changed before the first
shovel is in the ground?

Our hired planner is going to have to be a person of inspired vision, impeccable
taste, and great diplomacy. Let's not cut comers here. While we're at it, why not specify
that he or she be a genius as well?

Toward the end of our meeting, a proposal was made that if we make it too
difficult and too expensive here for the developers, we can get them to just go away,
leave us alone, and build somewhere else. A counterproposal was made that we welcome
the newcomers, but only on OUR terms: limited development, to top-notch design
standards, with no visual clutter, no traffic snarls, no loss of identity, no new taxes of
course, and with the opportunity to use revenues, incentives and special assessments from
the projects to enhance our present services and carry out our goals for Hyde Park that
we're already working on now.

Does our Planning Board have guts? Can you stick to your guns and guide us
through it all? Is this a great opportunity to realize our dreams —and have others pay for
it!— or is it the end to what we love about Hyde Park?

We invoke you to do your damnedest on our behalf. We're depending on you,
and we're behind you. Aim high.



Respectfully yours,

A Gathering of Interested Citizenry

Comments compiled by
Patricia Graf, recording secretary
229-5773
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I understand that during the next few weeks the Scoping Meetings will be held to boiklllei die "hi'
condominium complex on Route 9, north of the Ledges. In early spring, on behalf of The Hyde Park
Visual Environment Committee, I facilitated three informal "town meetings", held in various parts of the
community. Development and the proposed 732 condominium development, was the one issue that was
raised as a major concern at all three meetings. It is on behalf of the citizens that attended these meetings
that I write today.

As a framework for the discussion, the citizens present expressed confidence that if the citizens, the town
government and businesses maintain and grow the town respectfully, Hyde Park will become what it has
always had the potential to become, a valued destination and national treasure that will attract visitors from
all over the world.

In representing their deep concerns, men, I would ask the Planning Board and other officials to consider
the following in the earliest stages of discussions on this new development:

1. The viewscape. To maintain the beauty of the natural terrain in this area, we ask that the Board regard
the viewscape. Recent successful developments in communities in every part of this great country,
regularly design condominium developments out of sight of the highway, both for the travelers on the
highways, and for the residents of the development.

We urge the Board to request this and to monitor the response.

2. The Access. We request a Planned Access to the property. The community will begin its relationship
with the condominium development on a good footing, if the Access is both visually attractive, attentive to
the architectual features of the town, and responsive to the needs of traffic created both by the proposed
community and the town and travelers down route 9.

Traffic was a major concern of the citizens present. We urge the Planning Board to hold the highest
standards in this regard.

3. Open Land. The nature of Hyde Park is to combine country and village. Unfortunately Hyde Park has
had a history where condominiums were allowed to be built without regard for the town's basic nature.
Again, looking at successful units in village and suburban areas in the near area, cluster housing and
similar design plans allow open.land to be set aside for trails and other open-land uses, for the use of the
residents. This, of course, also maintains and can enhance the visual environment of the town as a whole.

We urge the Planning Board to request planning for open land and clustering.

4. Architectural Features. This was a crucial element in the open discussions. In response to those
discussions, we request mat the architects and builders of this condominiums design the community - the
scale, fenestration and landscaping - with the predominate architectural features of Hyde Park well in mind.

(The Hyde Park Visual Environment Committee along with the Hyde Park Historic Corridor
Committee has been working on a booklet which states these elements. Members of these
committees would be happy to sit down with the Board or with the designated representatives of the
condominium planners to discuss these predominate features.)

5. Size of the Condominium. This was the issue tot most concerned the participants in the "town
meetings." Citizens were gravely concerned about the proposed size of the condominium community.



While they acknowledged that the design of a condominium community could and must take into
consideration land, traffic, water and architectural needs, they believed the successful integration of
the condominium community into the greater community will depend on its being of an appropriate
size.

If the condominium overwhelms the community, with its vehicles, the number of its residents, the number
of its children entering our schools, it will not begin on a solid footing with the greater community, the
citizens present felt.. I would add that with tourism a recognized interest of The Hyde Park Visual
Environment Committee, the Hyde Park Corridor Committee, Scenic Hudson, and the Chamber of
Commerce, a condominium community that is excessive in numbers could threaten what these committees
regard as a healthy balance, liampering rather than enhancing the environment that these citizen groups
are trying to maintain and develop.

We urge you to seriously regard these concerns.

6. The town budget. Citizens at the "town' meetings" expressed concern about how the condominium
community would impact the town budget. For example, they asked, if mere would be a portion of the
budged assigned to meeting the needs of mis condominium and whether the greater community will be
asked to absorb expenses caused by this new condominium complex.

We request that the Planning Board and involved administrators address budgetary concerns of the greater
Hyde Park population.

There are certainly other issues to consider at this critical juncture. Indeed, it was clear from the open
expression of citizens of Hyde Park at the meetings that I facilitated, that people feel this time critical not
only for this particular condominium but for condominiums that are being proposed as I write. We are on
the edge of great tlu'ngs. k is exactly the moment to insist that development maintain standards
commensurate with the greater community's vision of what Hyde Park can be.

I respectfully submit and support the views and ideas expressed at the town discussions, as crucial to any
future development in Hyde Park,

Patricia Lee Gaucl] '
Vice President of Hyde Park Visual Environment Committee
and facilitator of the informal "town meetings" held
in spring 2004 under its auspices



Hyde Park Visual Environment Committee
P.O. Box 125

Hyde Park, New York 12538

June 1,2004

To The Town Supervisor, TownBoard Members, Members of the Planning Board .and
the Zoning Board of Appeals and the Citizens of Hyde Park:

Bear Fellow Citizens;

The Hyde Park Visual Environment Committee is made up of a broad cross section of
Hyde Park residents and has been active in the community for more than thirty years.
The Committee would like to go on record to urge the Town Supervisor and Town Board,
Members of the Planning Board and the Zoning Board of Appeals and the citizens of
Hyde Park to carefully consider all pending .and future development proposals.

We urge that everyone fully examine the multitude of impacts upon the visual
environment and quality of life in Hyde Park, the considerable impacts upon traffic, the
need for walking and bicycle paths, the major effects proposed development would have
on the expansion of Town services especially fee, rx)lice and .emergency services, road
maintenance and recreation, the cumulative effects of the many new development
proposals and to give recognition and special attention to the increased burden new
residential construction places upon school staffing and facilities.

Hyde Park is presently receiving an unprecedented number of development proposals
brought under the existing outdated Zoning Code. One can only assume that the owners
.and developers submitting these proposals have crunched the numbers and have high
expectations that these projects will show a handsome profit. It is extremely important
for Town Officials, Boards and citizens to determine if these proposed development
projects, as presented and described, are in the best interest of the community.

In the early spring, the Hyde Park Visual Environment Committee held a series of town
meetings in three corners of the town. The meetings were well attended, and citizens
shared their dreams and concerns for Hyde Park. In each of these meetings, citizens
expressed anxiety for the future of Hyde Park. The proposed condominium complex
north of The Ledges was singled out for major concern in all three meetings.

We urge the Planning Board to evaluate the scope of each project, especially the 732 unit
plan, to include the effect of light pollution both on our Town and to residents across the
river, the need for appropriate architecture and design elements including stone and/or
wood facie, proper window styles, use of stone walls and appropriate roof lines and the
need to locate parking behind any structure so that car lots are not apparent to pedestrians
and travelers. Last, we urge ail officials to remember that the Albany Post Road is a



designated New York State Scenic Highway and as such requires appropriate buffers and
protection of existing natural forested landscapes.

As the representatives of all the people, Town elected and appointed officials have a duty
and a responsibility to represent the entire community of Hyde Park. Citizens need to
understand the impacts of proposed development especially what taxes theseprojects can
realistically generate and what tax increases the community must bear to make up any
shortfalls!

It is also important to remember during consideration of development proposals:

•• That Hyde Park has international name recognition resulting from the
Roosevelt legacy

•• That Hyde Park has an outstanding natural setting in the Hudson River
Valley

•• That Hyde Park has by and large not positioned itself to take advantage
of its status or location

•• That Hyde Park is a bedroom community with most taxes raised from
residential property and the service business that supports the
community

Therefore the Committee recommends:

• That all development recognize the natural beauty and historical
significance of Hyde Park by location, scale and design, and

* That the Hyde Park community adopt a policy that all development
must pay its own way

The Hyde Park Visual Environment Committee works on a wide variety of initiatives and
programs as diverse as the beautification projects at the Post Office, Town Hall, Library,
ASPCA and along Routes 9 and 9G, the preservation and reconstruction of stonewalls,
the conservation of the natural resources of the Hyde Park area and the preservation of
historic resources including the most successful effort to recognize Val Kill as a National
Historic Site. The Committee maintains its commitment to conservation and preservation
and supports a policy for the thoughtful development of Hyde Park.

The members of the Hyde Park Visual Environment Committee urge you to direct
development so that it will have a positive impact upon the future of Hyde Park.

Sincerely,

Q
Duane Pearson
Chairman
Hyde Park Visual Environment Committee
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Aileen Rohr
53 Fuller Lane
Hyde Park, New York 12538

March 30, 2004

Hyde Park Planning Board
Hyde Park Town Hall
Route 9 & Main Street
Hyde Park, NY 12538

Dear Hyde Park Planning Board:

My parents first bought a home in the Hyde Park area over 40 years ago. My three
siblings and I grew up here and upon marrying moved back to Hyde Park and reside in
the same two block area where my parents continue to live. As one can see, we have
much invested here- financially and emotionally.

We individually and collectively are alarmed at the number of housing units proposed for
the Route 9 vicinity. Specifically, we are concerned about the proposed 700 units at the
"Hyde Park Commons". This type of increase in the density will have such pervasive
effects on the quality of life in Hyde Park that it is difficult to see all the possible
outcomes. Listed below are a few important ones that we hope will be addressed by you
when it comes to the planning and scoping sessions:

1. Schools - If 700 units of housing are built it is safe to assume that at least half the
units will have at least one child. This will increase our school population by a minimum
of 350 students. This will necessitate the construction of a new elementary school and
corresponding increases in the middle and high school areas. How will this burden be
paid for? Will the taxes paid by Hyde Park Commons be significant enough to finance a
new school? Or will the overly burdened existing taxpayers be forced to foot the bill for
the developers of the Hyde Park Commons?

2. Traffic- Hyde Park at present experiences bottlenecks daily. With 700 new cars to go
with the 700 new housing units what will the traffic flow be on Route 9? We all know it
is almost impossible to make a left hand turn on Route 9 without risking injury. In
addition, crossing Route 9 by foot will become even more difficult, limiting access to the
parks and other businesses.

3. Sewage - How will the sewage be dealt with? Can we really afford to dump effluent
into the river that we now obtain our drinking water from? Is this what tourists who
come to the Hudson Valley want to experience? Such great progress has been made in
cleaning up our most significant natural asset shall we exploit it to serve the needs of a
select few?



4. Historic Beauty- How will such a large housing development affect the character of a
small town? Will the view of extended multiple dwelling building be consistent with
Historic Hyde Park? What would the setback requirement be to shield the view from
Route 9?

5. Real Estate Values- If the housing stock is increased so significantly this will decrease
the values of existing homes? Are there enough qualified renters available to pay rent on
700 units? If not, how will the expenses be met? We have through the course of recent
years seen a situation at the Ledges where apartments were filled with government
sponsored tenants to the detriment of the physical buildings and the schools. How could
we be assured this would not happen again?

Thank you for your consideration in this matter and we look forward to seeing you at the
next planning board meeting.

Sincerely,

ksKsl r- iv J'/i, Ift/}
AileenRohr
Michael Rohr ^J
Dan O'Leary ^.^ C

Cheryl O'Leary "',:«.. ̂ ,C f' ̂  •* -
Tom O'Leary
Carol O'Leary
Kathleen M. O'Leary
Paul O'Leary
Kathleen A. O'Leary

Cc:Town Board
Town Zoning Board
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k2gbh@arrl.net
29 June 2004

CHAIRMAN, HYDE PARK PLANNING BOARD
4383 Albany Post Rd
Hyde Park, NY 12538

COMMONS (Scoping)

Please add the following two items to the scoping agenda.

The town's building inspector has advised the town board that the town is not
fulfilling its obligations to perform fire inspections and that more manpower is
needed. Fire inspections are required on at least an annual basis for multi
dwelling units. The recently approved Crofton Mews and Stonledge, by adding
a combined total of over 400 apartments, will exasperate this problem. The
proposed 732 units at the Commons will have an additional impact.

The requested slot for fire inspector will require that individual to have not only
a town car but office space a well which, as we all know, is not available at our
very cramped town hall. The acceptance of this project will require an
expansion of the town budget to cover fire inspections.

The second item of concern is that the proposed apartments will be located very
close to wetlands on the building site. And wetlands are breeding grounds for
mosquitoes. There is some concern over mosquitoes as carriers of disease but
of more immediate concern is the incompatibility of large numbers of people
and large numbers of mosquitoes. This could well lead to the demand for
spraying of the swamp which, while dealing with the mosquito problem, would
also impact the ecosystem there and therefore may not be a legal option.

The degree of the mosquito problem and its remedies should be defined before
this project is accepted.

Sincerely,

Herbert Sweet



Barbara Sweet E-mail: wa2kcl@arrl.net
6CoveyRoad Phone: 845:229^8798
Hyde Bark, New Yorkl 2538^2906

June 30, 2004

Planning Board Chairman
Town of Hyde Park
4383 Albany Post Road £ii r fflPf
Hyde Park, NY 12538 f IL t V "!

Subject: HP Commons

My concern is with not only the HP Commons but with the many other massive
developments planned for Hyde Park.

There is no over all Master Plan.

The traffic situation, especially on Rt. 9 and Rt. 9G could cause numerous traffic
problems unless this influx of renters and owners is stopped now. Congestion on
Rt. 9 and Rt. 9G, during commuting hours is bad now. Add to that the additional
number of children who will need transportation to and from the many different
school buildings in the town. Air quality should be addresses since there will
many additional cars and school buses putting exhaust into the atmosphere for
humans to breath. Will the area remain as it is at present or will this cause more
pollution to Hyde Park and the Hudson Valley?

HP Commons is located near a wetland. Wetlands breed mosquitoes and many
misquotes carry the West Nile virus. If you decide to allow HP Commons to be
built, there is the potential, in later years that the area will need to be sprayed with
poisons. Though the HP Commons will have central water, the poisons used to
kill mosquitoes and potentially other habitat, will pass into the aquifer where other
residents get their drinking water.

A moratorium, brought by you to the Town Board, needs to be put in place, until a
Master Plan for the entire Rt. 9 and Rt. 9G corridors is completed and approved by
all voters in Hyde Park.



June 30,2004

Planning Board TH f" Pffffllf
Town of Hyde Park liLL t j tJ i f

Re: Comments on "Commons at Hyde Park, LP" scoping document.

Dear Colleagues:

I wish to see the following issues addressed in the environmental impact
statement for the "Commons at Hyde Park, LP" project. Of course, this list
if not exhaustive, but includes issues that have been mentioned but which I
think ought to be stressed.

1. One very important aspect of the EIS is establishing that the Town of
Hyde Park really needs this project at the scale proposed. A simple market
survey is only the beginning. I believe that an adequate justification will also
include the demographics of the potential renters (which can be derived from
the rents that the owner plans to charge), and a meaningful evaluation of the
available employment opportunities for those renters within a reasonable
commute from the project. This section of the EIS would give the developer
an opportunity to elaborate on the benefits to the town of the proposed
project. It will be important also to be specific about who will own and
maintain the property once construction is completed.

2. The EIS should include detailed discussions of alternatives, including
especially the "no development" alternative.

3. I am skeptical of the assumption common among many people I have
spoken with about this project that renters do not pay taxes. The EIS should
give estimates of the contribution of the project to both the town tax rolls
and the school district tax rolls, along with estimates of the burden the
project will place on town and school district services. A per capita
comparison with Hyde Park in general should be made of these contributions
and uses of services.

4. The EIS should consider alternative sewage disposal strategies. Besides
expanding the existing sewage treatment plant at "The Ledges," options
should be considered such as a "reed-bed"" filter system which could
potentially lessen the volume of chlorinated effluent discharged to the



Hudson River.

5. Lighting and other "viewscape" issues should be carefully evaluated. This
development will be highly visible both from Route 9, and from across the
river if significant light pollution results. Setbacks from Route 9 should
maintain the existing vegetative buffer rather than rely on new plantings of
nonnative plants.

6. Floral and faunal studies need to consider more than just Blanding's
turtles. They should also consider migratory and resident bird populations
(especially because of the extensive wetlands on the property), and include
species of "special concern" including, but of course not limited to, the red-
shouldered hawk and the spotted turtle.

7. Interior roads among all proposed developments should be carefully
evaluated. Residents must be able to move conveniently within their
development, but should also be able to move between developments without
driving on existing roads. The scenic value of this area deserves well
thought-out access by which residents and visitors can move about on foot,
by bicycle, and by car without adding to the traffic on Route 9.

8. Special attention should be given to impacts to historical and
archaeological sites. Given over two hundred years of European settlement
in the Mid-Hudson Valley region, and several thousand years of native
occupation before that, property this close to the river is likely to contain
artifacts and sites of human activity. The site is known to contain stone
walls, indicative of agricultural within the past several centuries.

In closing, 1 wish to say that I was uncomfortable at the scoping hearing at
the obvious prejudices against renters as a transient population that causes
trouble. I was also uncomfortable with the categorical rejection of
developers and development. For me, it is more important to understand the
needs of both, and to find a balance that fits with the town's vision of a
desirable future. As one citizen said, we want to be proud of this project
once it is finished.

Sincerely,

Jeff Walker
Planning Board Member



June 26, 2004

Chairman Don Veith and the
Hyde Park Planning Board Members

From: John Lombardi, 12 Lyons Drive, Poughkeepsie, NY 12601

RE: Commons At Hyde Park

While many of my concerns will be expressed during the Planning Board process, the
most important issues of concern are as follows:

1. Provide factual information to which shows the impacts that will be
created by this project. The most concerned impacts are to our local
Volunteer Fire Depts., Police Depts., including Dutchess County Sheriffs
and State Police Patrol, Hyde Park Police Dispatch and Patrol, Hyde Park
Highway Dept, Recreation Dept. and Town Municipal Services.

2. Explain in detail how for example the existing Hyde Park Fire Dept. could
possibly man and supply additional fire and rescue protection to the
proposed 61 buildings. Documentation supplied by the Hyde Park Fire
Dept. shows there are only 24 active members in the Dept. with an
average of only 5 members responding to any given call.

3. Explain in detail what for example the Staatsburg Fire District will do to
handle this excessive growth within a portion of their district. While
waiting for Mr. Day, the Fire Chief to prepare some documentation for our
review it is apparent that they are short handed as well.

4. Documents which I reviewed personally for informational purposes only,
show that Hyde Park Police responded to well over 200 calls within
approximately Vz mile radius of the new proposed site. These calls are for
the period of June 22, 2003 through June 22, 2004. We must also note
that one existing complex within the vicinity in question was only 30%
occupied during this 2003-2004 time frame.

5. We must also take into consideration the cost of providing additional
police protection due to the size and increase in population. If we assume
the 732 unit apartment complex house 2 people per unit which is
(minimal) this will increase our population number by 1464 people. With
this in mind the Division of Criminal Justice Services says that the
formula of one (1) cop per 1000 people is recommended for our
municipality.



6. Traffic impacts should be evaluated by complying data using the current
and proposed projects in front of the Planning Board.

7. Traffic impacts should be compared by collecting data of our existing
traffic counts and taking in consideration the current applications in front
of the Planning Board to date and proposed subdivisions or projects
coming in front of the Planning Board in the near future. These studies
will provide a growth rate in which we can relate to and determine what
factors will have to be addressed immediately and what factors need to be
addressed in the future. A major issue is in the increase of traffic. This
increase will delay the emergency vehicles from responding to a call and
getting there safely and efficiently. Also school buses making bus stops to
exit and enter children off and on the buses, etc. will cause long lines of
traffic, which causes excessive congestion.

8. While it has not been discussed in much detail, I would expect that the
approximate 9800 LF of roads will become the Town of Hyde Parks
responsibility to maintain. While the Hyde Park Highway Superintendent
can supervise the proper construction of the roadway eventually we will
have to plow, sand, maintain the shoulders, clean-out existing swales and
catch basins. These additional tasks will definitely effect our limited crew
which is overburdened with many roads which have already been
neglected for many of years.

9. Review the existing School System. Discuss the overcrowding, the
increase of students and research the possibility of receiving a donation
from the developer of a minimum of 15 aces of useable and accessible
property for future use by the School District.

10. Review and discuss enlarging the new sewer plant to possibly
accommodate a portion of the Route 9 Corridor Business District for
starting a Sewer District within.

11. Review and discuss how our current Building Dept. with only one
Building Inspector and zero Fire Inspectors can possibly review this
projects building plans, accommodate their construction demands,
perform and inspect all the phases of construction, issue CD's while
currently handling the existing work load. We must also keep in mind the
Building Dept. is backlogged 2-3 weeks already simply for Mr.
Westmeyer to do an on-site inspection.

These comments are only some of my concerns. I will have future comments which will
be forwarded.



TO: The Town of Hyde Park Planning Board and | JUL 0 1 2004
The Hyde Park Town Board j

SUBJECT: Proposed development known as Hyde Park Commons

I would like you to call a halt to the Hyde Park Commons Housing Project for the following
reasons:

•• Negative impact on the Town of Hyde Park infrastructure including:
o Fire
o Police

' o Schools
o Water
o Sewer
o Town Hall services
o Library

• Unknown tax increases to cover infrastructure gaps named above

• Negative impact on the environment including:
o Wetlands
o Wildlife
o Vegetation
o Archeology
o Traffic

• Negative impacts to the Historic, Cultural and Scenic aspects of the Town of Hyde Park

No further development should be allowed in the Town of Hyde Park until a Master Plan is put
in place. Dunkin' Donuts is a prime example of the poor planning that the town is responsible
for. We need a strategy that will protect the citizens of the Historic Town of Hyde Park and the
environment, not one that favors the interests of greedy, out of town land developers, loggers,
realtors and building contractors.

Sincerely,



TO: The Town of Hyde Park Planning Board and
The Hyde Park Town Board

RECEIVED

JUL 0 1 2004

PLANNING BOARD OFFICE

SUBJECT: Proposed development known as Hyde Park Commons

I would like you to call a halt to the Hyde Park Commons Housing Project for the following
reasons:

• Negative impact on the Town of Hyde Park infrastructure including:
o Fire
o Police
o Schools
o Water
o Sewer
o Town Hall services
o Library

• Unknown tax increases to cover infrastructure gaps named above

• Negative impact on the environment including:
o Wetlands
o Wildlife
o Vegetation
o Archeology
o Traffic

• Negative impacts to the Historic, Cultural and Scenic aspects of the Town of Hyde Park

No further development should be allowed in the Town of Hyde Park until a Master Plan is put
in place. Dunkin' Donuts is a prime example of the poor planning that the town is responsible
for. We need a strategy that will protect the citizens of the Historic Town of Hyde Park and the
environment, not one that favors the interests of greedy, out of town land developers, loggers,
realtors and building contractors.

Sincerely,



June 22, 2004

Anne Dexter

89 South Cross Road

Staatsburg, NY 12580

Subject: Address to Town Planning Board Scoping Session, Hyde Park Commons

Good evening. My name is Anne Dexter and I own land on South Cross Road that will be
impacted by this proposed development. I am asking that the scope of the EIS be expanded to
include those species that are considered of "Special Concern" in New York State.

Currently, the scope only includes the endangered species of blanding's turtles and the swamp
cottonwood. These species of Special Concern include the spotted turtle, red-shouldered hawk,
eastern box turtle and red-headed woodpecker — all of which I see in my own backyard. If I am
seeing these in my backyard, you know they will be on this proposed site of development which
is less than a mile away.

I went out to the New York State DEC website and found the following information: According
to the Environmental Conservation Law of New York State, Part 182, Section 182.6:

"Species of Special Concern warrant attention and consideration... The reason for providing a
list of species of special concern is for informational purposes and to encourage actions that
would avoid further risk to these species".

A development of this size deserves extra scrutiny. We need to make sure we do not contribute
to the future extinction of animals that are now just starting to become threatened. And may I
say, with all the proposed developments ahead that we take the time to look at the big picture.
Future generations will thank us if we do.



TO: The Town of Hyde Park Planning Board and
The Hyde Park Town Board

SUBJECT: Proposed development known as Hyde Park Commons

I would like you to call a halt to the Hyde Park Commons Housing Project for the following
reasons:

• Negative impact on the Town of Hyde Park infrastructure including
o Fire
o Police
o Schools
o Water
o Sewer
o Town Hall services
o Library

RECEIVED

0 2 2004

PLANNING BOARD OFFICE
Unknown tax increases to cover infrastructure gaps named above

Negative impact on the environment including:
o Wetlands
o Wildlife
o Vegetation
o Archeology
o Traffic

Negative impacts to the Historic, Cultural and Scenic aspects of the Town of Hyde Park

No further development should be allowed in the Town of Hyde Park until a Master Plan is put
in place. Dunkin' Donuts is a prime example of the poor planning that the town is responsible
for. We need a strategy that will protect the citizens of the Historic Town of Hyde Park and the
environment, not one that favors the interests of greedy, out of town land developers, loggers,
realtors and building contractors.

Sincerely,

(7 '
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Dutches®
Count)'

Department of
PI a fining and
Development

WiliUm R,
County Execuiivii

RogerP.Akeley
Coinmiisiomr

Richard Birch
Assistant Commissioner

27 High Street
Poaghkeepiic

NewYork
12601

(345)486-3600

Date: July 2,2004

To: Planning Board, Town of Hyde Park

Re: Referral: SQ04-305, Hyde Park Commons Site Plan
Parcels: 606604-884187, 616603-010123 and 027269

RECEIVED

JUL 0 6 2004

PUNNING BOARD OFFICE

The Dutches$ County Department of Planning and Development has
reviewed the draft scooping document for this application. The following
preliminary comments are submitted for your consideration,

Area Wide Review
Other properties in this corridor are also under review for residential
development-approval. As much as possible, the review of these
proposals should be coordinated with this application to provide area wide
solutions to area wide concerns. With the intensity of development
proposed in this corridor, parcel-by-parce! fragmented decision-making is
an inexcusable exercise-

Creative Design
The existing environmental features and natural limitations of the site
provide a framework for development, These limitations provide an
opportunity for creative site development. Creative clustering of the
residential buildings around common green space can help mitigate the
impact of the proposed buildings and provide a more attractive living
environment for residents. Parking spaces can be located to the rear or
side of the building clusters, This clustering of buildings in groups around
central green spaces should be considered a viable alternative plan as the
review process moves forward.

Wastewater Treatment
The system of wastewater treatment is, obviously, an issue that goes
beyond the bounds of a specific property, Consideration must be given to
looking at the larger picture of all the developments in this corridor for a
long-term solution to this common issue.

Roads
Coordinated review should apply not only to access to Route 9, but aiso to
the pattern of reads, and their interconnections, in the lands under
consideration for development,

fet tp:\\ww w. thitehcvsuy.fja v E-mail:
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July2, 2004-Page2
Commons Site Plan

Sidewalks/Trails
A system of sidewalks and trails should be provided throughout the site.
The sidewalks should link building clusters with a trail system and with
community/recreation facilities that are proposed for the development.
This system of walkways should also link tolrails in other planned
developments as well as to current/planned major trailsystems such as
"the trail along the Hudson River.

Open Space
The Board should consider how the open space to be retained on this site
relates to the existing/future open space on adjacent properties. Area wide
open space planning is essential in an area with the abundant natural
resources available on these properties.

Stone Walls
Stone walls have traditionally been a part the Town's visual assets. The
stone walls on this site should be conserved; these waiis can enhance the
visual quality of future development There is an opportunity to coordinate
the stone walls with the sidewalk and trail system.

Roger P. Akeley, Commissioner
Dutchess County Department of Planning and Development

By

Richard Birch AICP
Assistant Commissioner



June 22,2004

William Houghtaling

89 South Cross Road

Staatsburg, NY 12580

Subject: Address to Hyde Park Town Planning Board Scoping Session, Hyde Park Commons

My name is Bill Houghtaling and my family and I live in Staatsburg and commute daily to points
south on Route 9 and Route 9G. I have read and understand the Scoping Document. Without
the facts of the Environmental Impact Statement, I feel I can speak from the heart about the Hyde
Park Commons housing project.

This project calls for a total of 732 dwellings in a total of 61 buildings. Common sense would
dictate this is too many. Line 3.6.2 in the Scoping Document states 415 trips will be generated
per hour during rush hour on Route 9. That number is too low, as 732 dwellings can add up to
1500 residents (but probably more) all going to work or school and adding to the stream of
traffic.

And don't tell me more cars, trucks and buses don't impact the quality of life. Just ask anybody
that already lives on Route 9 or Route 9G. it sounds like construction of 61 buildings is going to
add to the noise pollution factor as well. But I digress.

I believe all the land south of North Cross Road contains the headwaters of the Indian Creek - an
important aquifer for Hyde Park (an area already plagued with polluted ground water). I believe
this area is home to many migratory as well as native bird species, not to mention plant life. It
would be a shame for future generations to start carving this land up unwisely for development.
I feel I can say this because my family owns some of the open land south of South Cross Road
and I don't want to see it spoiled for greed.

Line 2.1.4 indicates the Commons housing project will tap into existing wastewater disposal
facilities. Have you stopped to think about over 1500 new toilets flushing an average of 6 times
a day, 1500 showers or baths (we hope!) every day, and the laundry facilities? How does the
owner of The Ledges feel about this? His project is a dwarf compared to the size of the Hyde
Park Commons housing project. I believe the wastewater facility should be job one.

I applaud the fact that we want to conserve our wetlands, but let's try and conserve our dry land
too! If this is what's known as a cluster development — count me out.



All in all, I really don't think this is a plan worthy of consideration for a town that can boast of a
Presidential Home & Library, his wife's home at Valkill and a Vanderbilt Mansion.

Let's not go down this path. If we do, the only remaining open land WILL BE the President's
residence, Valkill and Vanderbilt.
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TOWN CLERK
HYDE PARK, NY

Herbert Sweet
6 Covey Rd

Hyde Park, NY 12538
8452298798

k2gbh@arrl.net
2 July 2004

CHAIRMAN, HYDE PARK PLANNING BOARD [
4383 Albany Post Rd
Hyde Park, NY 12538

COMMONS (Scoping)

Please add the following to the scoping agenda.

According to US 2000 Census data (attached), the Town of Hyde Park has 1281
buildings that contain 3 to 50 units, (table 6) Adding the proposed 732
apartments to the recently approved 317 units at Crofton and the 84 units at
Stoneledge will bring the total up to 2414. This will double the number of
apartments in Hyde Park.

As part of the scoping, the town should examine the impacts of such a major
demographic change. How will this change the nature of the community? The
planner for this project should address this issue.

One impact that I would expect would be that the community volunteerism rate
for apartment dwellers would be lower than the norm. This would mean that
number of volunteers for the fire departments, for example, would not keep up
with the population increase and that would lead to higher taxes to pay for the
professional firemei} that would be needed in their place.

Sincerely,

Herbert Sweet



Detailed Tables - American FactFinder http://iactfinder.census.gOV/seTvlet/D TTable?_bm=y&-context=dt&-ds...

U.S. Census Bureau

H30. UNITS IN STRUCTURE [111 - Universe: Housing units
Data Set: Census 2000 Summary File 3 (SF 3) - Sample Data

JUL 0 2 2004

TOWN CLERK
HYDE PARK, MY

NOTE: Data based on a sample except in P3, P4, H3, and H4. For information on confidentiality protection, sampling error,
nonsampling error, and definitions see http://factfinder.census.gov/home/en/datanotes/expsf3.htm.

Total:
1 , detached
1 , attached
2
3 or 4
5 to 9
10 to 19
20 to 49
50 or more
Mobile home
Boat, RV, van, etc.

Amenia
town,

Dutchess
County,

New York

1,814
1,177

14

96
73
77
40

8
0

329
0

Beacon
city,

Dutchess
County,

New York

5,415
2,775

448

708

528

370

233

93

238

22

0

Beekman
town,

Dutchess
County,

New York

4,177
3,253

520

100
42

69

19

0

0

174

0

Clinton
town,

Dutchess
County,

New York

1,734
1,593

27

62

16

6

0

0

6

18

6

Dover
town,

Dutchess
County,

New York

3,269
1,996

50

204

154

46

90

0

4

725

0

East
Fishkill
town,

Dutchess
County,

New York
8,467
7,753

137

186

93

52

38

43

0

165

0

Fishkill
town,

Dutchess
County,

New York

7,059
3,411

880

165

536

868

538

172

202

287

o

Hyde Park
town,

Dutchess
County,

New York

7,704
5,301

158

302

362

352

425

35

27

733

9

La
Grange
town,

Dutchess
County,

New York
5,218
4,663

185

131

55

62

46

7

0

69

0

Milan
town,

Dutchess
County,

New York

1.090
947

0

66

24

5

0

0

0

48

0

U.S. Census Bureau
Census 2000

Standard Error/Variance documentation for this dataset:
Accuracy of the Data: Census 2000 Summary File 3 (SF 3) - Sample Data (PDF 141.5KB)

1 ofl 7/2/200410:28 AM
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U.S. Census Bureau
| American FactFtnder,,

H30. UNITS IN STRUCTURE [111 - Universe: Housing units
Data Set: Census 2000 Summary File 3 (SF 3) - Sample Data

JUL 0 2 2004

NOTE: Data based on a sample except in P3, P4, H3, and H4. For information on confidentiality protection, samplirtgi
nonsampling error, and definitions see http://factfinder.census.gov/bome/en/datanotes/expsf3.htm.

Total:
1 , detached
1 , attached
2
3 or 4
5 to 9
10to19
20 to 49
50 or more
Mobile home
Boat, RV, van, etc.

U.S. Census Bureau
Census 2000

North
East
town,

Dutchess
County,

New York
1,366
1,071

11

83

75

Pawling
town,

Dutchess
County,

New York

3,101
2,403

197

138

116

10 95
1

0

0

115

0

14

60

67

11

0

Pine
Plains
town,

Dutchess
County,

New York
1,161

919

15

Pleasant
Valley
town,

Dutchess
County,

New York
3,614
2,474

64

61 123

Poughkeepsie
city,

Dutchess
County, New

York

13,153
3,640

557

2,529
73 157 1 2,622
4 183
o| 100
0

4

85

0

1,533
735

67 447
31

415

0

1,083
7

o

Poughkeepsie
town,

Dutchess
County, New

York

15,119
10,067

411

656
1,113

859
698

303
454

558
0

Red Hook
town,

Dutchess
County,

New York

3,840
2,930

70

233

184

102

75

Rhine beck
town,

Dutchess
County,

New York

3,255
2,253

178

205

123

193

126

32! o
10

203

1

47

130

o

Stanford
town,

Dutchess
County,

New York

1,712
1,422

41

83

62

68

0

0

0

36

0

Union
Vale
town,

Dutches:
County,

New Yor
1,48i
1,37

t

6

2

I

I

Standard Error/Variance documentation for this dataset:
Accuracy of the Data: Census 2000 Summary File 3 (SF 3) - Sample Data (PDF 141.5KB)

l o f l 7/2/2004 10:29 AM



FILE COPY
TO: The Town of Hyde Park Planning Board and

The Hyde Park Town Board

PLANNING BOARD OFFICE

SUBJECT: Proposed development known as Hyde Park Commons

RECEIVED

JUL 0 6 2004

1 would like you to call a halt to the Hyde Park Commons Housing Project for the following
reasons:

• Negative impact, on the Town of Hyde Park infrastructure including:
o Fire
o Police
o Schools
o Water
o Sewer
o Town Hall services
o Library

• Unknown tax increases to cover infrastructure gaps named above

• Negative impact on the environment including:
o Wetlands
o Wildlife
o Vegetation
o Archeology
o Traffic

• Negative impacts to the Historic, Cultural and Scenic aspects of the Town of Hyde Park

No further development should be allowed in the Town of Hyde Park until a Master Plan is put
in place. Dunkirf Donuts is a prime example of the poor planning that the town is responsible
for. We need a strategy that will protect the citizens of the Historic Town of Hyde Park and the
environment, not one that favors the interests of greedy, out of town land developers, loggers,
realtors and building contractors.

Sincerely,



FILE COPY JULY 06 ,2004

Donna Knapp , Secretary

Town of Hyde Park Planning Board
4383 Albany Post Road
Hyde Park, N.Y. 12538

Subject: COMMONS at HYDE PARK

Over the past several years the Staatsburg Fire District lias worked with the previous
Planning board, on several projects that were or are being constructed in our fire district.
ANDERSEN SCHOOL , HERITAGE POINT, MAPLE RIDGE . In the first two projects
we were able to convince the project engineers to incorporate our requests into their designs.

Please allow me to comment on the SEQR Draft Scoping Document (ref 3.8.2 )
The fire department of Staatsburg is all volunteer ,we operate the fire district with men
and women that reside within our community . It is no secret, all volunteer ranks are in serious
need of new members.

In this project , massive construction , heavy fire loads , higher numbers of occupants In
high density dwellings are all impacting emergency services.
Recruitment is a primary problem and is the most difficult to resolve .

In this instance , we see 500 to 700 new residents entering our district, we immediately think ,
MORE volunteers will be joining our ranks. The reality is, this will not happen. Firefighters
require much more knowledge and be in good physical condition to safely participate in the
handling of emergencies in today's environment. We cannot use this complex as a good resource
for new recruits.

We can lessen the load on the fire service with several design mandates,
a) All units sprinklered
b) All complexes (pods) to be strategically placed to enable fire apparatus to perform

their proceedures.
c) The community center should have emergency power generating capabilites to enable

the sheltering of residents during one of our numerous power outages or worse case,
a fire occurs in one of the pods., forcing the evacuation of several dozen tennants.

d) The complex will be utilizing Dutchess County Water which will mandate a fire
hydrant system . Fire Hydrants are one of the best tools fireman can utilize. The
problem arises in that immediately after the hydrants are installed . a hydrant rental
fee ( per hydrant) is charged to the fire district . This fee could be thousands of dollars.
This fee is paid each year for the life of the system. Perhaps we can find some relief.

I apologize for this late input , and I look forward to working with the planing board on
Emergency services issues pertaining to the Commons project.

Respectfully submitted

Michael A. Stofa /
Fire Commissioner
Staatsburg Fire District
Staatsburg, N.Y. 12580
845 - 889-4927

J(jL 0 6 2004

G BOARD OFRCE /



To: Town of Hyde Park Planning Board
From: Bob Linville, Ward One Councilman
Date: July 27, 2004
Re: region for Neil Wilson

RECEIVED

JUL 2 9 2004

PLANNING BOARD OFFICE

Ladies and Gentlemen:

As I understood it from the audience, the Planning Board has designated
Neil Wilson, of L.R.C. Inc., to serve as its planner for development
proposals between South Cross Road and St. James and from Route 9 to
Route 9G. First, I applaud your foresight and intent. Thank you.

Second, I was under the impression that the eastern boundary of the region
under discussion was to be the Hudson River, not Route 9. I believe the
river is a more appropriate boundary, as it would encompass the Dominican
Camp, Maple Ridge, Huyler Glen, although the last two have approvals.
Also it appears that the Shagaback property is now for sale, and should be
included.

Would you please consider altering the definition of the region to include
these properties, and any others you deem appropriate?

Thank you, again, for your concern and actions.

Bob Linville



J.JOSEPH MCQOWAN
MICHAEL A. HAYES, JR.
HAROLD L. MANGOLD

DAVID L. POSNER
ELLEN L. BAKER

SCOTT D.BERGIN
RICHARD R. DuVALL

LANCEPORTMAN
RICHARD J. OLSON

MATTHEW V. MIRABILE
DEBORAH J. SOLOT

LAURA M. RAPACIOLI
CHRISTINA M. BOOKLESS

KIMBERLYHUNTLEE
ARTHUR ANYUAN YUAN

REBECCA M. BLAHUT

DIRECT TELEPHONE: (845)486-6862
E-MAIL: hmangold@mccm.com

July 27, 2004

MCCABE & MACK LLP
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

63 WASHINGTON STREET
POST OFFICE Box 509

POUGHKEEPSIE, NY 12602-0509

TELEPHONE (845) 486-6800

FAX (845) 486-7621

E-MAIL info@mccm.com

Visil us on the World Wide Web at
http://www.mccm.com

i L-

JUL 2 9 2004

PLANNING BOARD OFFICE

COUNSEL

PHILLIP SHAT2
JAYP.ROLISON, JR.
JESSICA L. VINALL
ARABELLA W. TEAL

JOHN E. MACK
(1874-1958)

JOSEPH A. MCCABE
(1890-1973)

EDWARD J. MACK
(1910-1998)

JOSEPH c. MCCABE
(1925-1981)

Councilman Robert Linville
TOWN OF HYDE PARK
Town Hall
4383 Albany Post Road
Hyde Park, NY 12538

Re: Breuer - Commons at Hyde Park
Our File No. 8847-2

Dear Councilman Linville:

In reading an interesting article in the Hyde Park Townsman with relation to growth in Hyde
Park you are quoted as saying that there should be some consideration to a joint sharing of
infrastructure, especially with regard to sewage treatment in the area between St. James
Church, South Cross Road and Routes 9 and 9G. That area, of course, may be expanded.

My client, who is a majority owner of both The Ledges and Royalcrest, has an application
before the Planning Board concerning his 177 acre parcel.

At meetings with the Planning Board, we have indicated that we expect to do a variety of
housing types in accordance with the RV zone. We also expect to build a sewage treatment
plant on the southwestern portion of the parcel and connect the treated effluent to the
1,000,000 gallon outfall pipe which emanates from The Ledges and discharges into the Hudson
River. My client is the absolute owner of the outfall pipe and, therefore, presents a situation
where, with a properly formulated plan with regard to sewage treatment, the collection of same
and the treatment and discharge of same, becomes all the more available to the aforementioned
area.



Councilman Robert Linville
July 27, 2004
Page 2

My client is very willing to cooperate with the Town of Hyde Park in the joint efforts just
discussed and I would like to ask that we have a meeting with your committee to discuss same.

Best personal regards.

Very truly yours,

MCCABE & MACK^LP

HAROL0/E MANGOLD

HLjVf/cb

cc: Planning Board, Town of Hyde Park
Clerk, Town of Hyde Park
Samuel Breuer
Joseph Berger
Nadja Tapkas



RECEIVED

JUL 1 5 2004

PLANNING BOARD OFFICE

July 10, 2004

Mr. David Veith, Chair
Hyde Park Planning Board
4383 Albany Post Road
Hyde Park, NY 12538

Dear Mr. Veith:

I have read with sotie concern the two enclosed articles.
One fron the Hyde Park Towns-nan of June 17th and the other
fron the Roosevelt Fire Districts spring issue of "STioke
Signals".

I urge you and the other nenbers of the Planning Board to
seriously consider the impact that 1,392 additional housing
units would have upon our fire and ambulance response resources,

I will appreciate hearing fron you about what plans there are
for dealing with this situation.

Sincerely yours,

Katherine ~Gx&'ff
7 Larch Drive
Hyde Park, NY 12538

cc cc Chief Lew Darrow
Roosevelt Fire District



Once again the Roosevelt Fire District is pleased to report to

its residents that fire protection in our district continues at a

very high level of professionalism and readiness. Our all

volunteer membership has actually increased in numbers from

this time last year and emergency response times continue to

be good, even though our call volume continues to rise and has

increased by 11% from 2002 to 2003. Equipment upgrades

are underway as well, to meet we what we perceive to be our

current needs. This includes new air paks, a thermal imaging
camera and a newer iadder truck.

A challenge that continues to face the district is the volume of

emergency medical calls. The ever increasing high volume of

EMS calls continues to stress our volunteers ability to respond

in what we consider to be an acceptable time frame. In

response to that, we have entered into an agreement with

Alamo EMS to respond on the initial dispatch along with our
ambulance. (Please see related article)

Also in this issue of Smoke signals is an article outlining our

plans for our Fire Departments 50th Anniversary in 2005. This

is an event we are all extremely proud of and will enjoy

sharing with the entire Hyde Park community.

For additional information or to iearn how to join our growing

family, please feel free to contact the Chief of the Department

at 229-8850. Here's to a great rest of the year!

2004 Chief Officers

Chief- Lew Barrow

1st Assistant - Roy Hall

2nd Assistant - Bill Marshall

3rd Assistant -'

Currently, the Roosevelt

Rescue Squad handles an

average of 2 to 3 calls per

day (over 700 per year).

This rise in our call

volume has added to the

difficulty in obtaining

100% response during

daytime hours - when many volunteers work or have other

responsibilities, such as child care.

With patient care and well-being, being of prime importance

to the district and the members of the rescue squad, the fire

district has placed Alamo Ambulance on initial dispatch with

the rescue squad for all EMS calls between the hour of

6:00am - 6:00pm. Monday to Friday.

In the event that Roosevelt Rescue Squad members are

unavailable to respond, Alamo Ambulance will continue in

and handle the call. Taking this step now, will help ensure an

ambulance will respond when needed. Any questions may be

directed to Chief Lew Darrow at 229-8850.

Dinner

The Roosevelt Fire Department held its annual Installation

Dinner at the Poughkeepsie Grand Hotel on February 21,

2004.

•
Master of Ceremonies for the evening was Edward Desmond,

commissioner of the Roosevelt Fire District. Swearing in of

the Chiefs staff, line and civil officers was by Lou Galio,

Chairman of the Board of Fire Commissioners.

A special slide show presentation was shown by Dan Nichols,

Captain of the ESS and Assistant Chief William Marshall.

The presentation contained previous years fires, motor vehicle

accidents, water rescues, and various committees of the

Roosevelt Fire Department. Good luck to all the new and

returning officers of the fire department:



Public to speak out on Commons project
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By William J. Kemfale
Special to Taconic Press

The town Planning Board will
take comments June 22 on the
proposed Commons at Hyde Park, a
732-unit apartment complex
envisioned for a 277-acre site off
U.S. Route 9. „

The public hearing, scheduled for
6:30 p.m. at Franklin D. Roosevelt
High School on South Cross Road,
was set to fulfill requirements of the
project, s draft environmental impact
statement.

According to plans submitted

earlier this month, developers are
proposing 427 .one-bedroom
apartments and 305 two-bedroom
units. Attorney Harold Mangold,
representing the developers, said
there will be six to; 10,units per

' building, but he said more specific
plans will be developed based on
concerns raised at the June 22
session.

"We will take comments about
concerns people have and won't be
saying anything," he said.

The road system for the project,
Mangold said, could be changed to
accommodate nearby developments.

"It-would be ... the maximum
density that could be done on that
land," Mangold said of the
proposed number of units. "They
have 277 acres, but are using less
than one-third of the whole
acreage. It will be next to an
existing condominium project
known as The Ledges, so therefore
it's clustered in one area."

About 9,800 linear feet of road
and 1,184,parking spaces are
planned within the development.

Earlier this month, planners said
the Commons at Hyde Park would
be considered in conjunction with

several other large housing projects
proposed for the immediate area.

Also proposed near Route 9 in
Hyde Park are the 258-unit
Regency Gardens project on 149
acres, a 162-unit development
proposed by Maple Ridge
Associates,. and a 240-unit
housing development, golf
course, hotel and conference
center proposed for a site owned
by Dutchess County. Town
officials said another project,
involving two or three large
parcels owned by Twin Ponds, is
also expected to be filed soon.
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June 23, 2004

Hyde Park Planning Board
4383 Albany Post Road
Hyde Park NY 12538

Attn: Chairman Veith
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PLANNING BOARD OFFICE

FILE COPY
First, we would like to thank you all for your efforts and for the very well-run Scoping
Session held last night at Roosevelt High School. We did not choose to speak publicly, but
wish to, by way of this letter, express our concerns about the growth of Hyde Park.

We moved here 38 years ago when we purchased our first and only home a little more than
one year after our marriage. At the time we were expecting our first child and we
eventually had two children who were raised in that home. Believe it or not, our neighbors
on either side have been living in their homes even longer, and our neighbors across the
street have been there nearly 35 years. I am sure you realize that this is very unusual in
this day and age - it is actually a neighborhood where we all cared for and looked after
everyone's children. They all grew up to be productive citizens, some still living in Hyde
Park, and it is a great joy to see them all return with their own children to show them the
neighborhood they loved and their favorite haunts such as the wooded area behind our
homes. Many a "fort" was built in those woods and often the families would go on hikes
together eventually coming out on Route 9 near the Hyde Park Playhouse.

Imagine our shock when we saw the map of planned developments presented by
Councilman Linville at the informational meetings he held earlier this month. Our home and
our neighbors' homes are quite literally surrounded by these massive developments! We
are not so naive as to assume development would never come to Hyde Park, nor do we
actually think it shouldn't come. This town needs a greater tax base due to the massive
tax-free public lands and the topography that is not conducive to single family home
developments. However, we implore you to proceed with caution in granting these
developers permission to come and raid our space. As we understand it, the vast majority
(if not all) these developers come from outside this area. Obviously they have no more
nostalgic attachment to Hyde Park than we would have to their hometowns. However, they
have an obligation to consider the town residents and your committee has an obligation to
be sure that they do so.

Attached is a map of the proposed developments with our property marked for your
information. As you can see, our property backs up on the proposed Regency Gardens and
the proposed unnamed #11 development. We are also within ¥2 mile of Crofton Mews and
Hyde Park Commons. In the total picture of this map, it appears that we and are neighbors
are the most directly affected just because of our location.

Our greatest concern is for our well and septic system. We realize that these developments
will be using town water, but we have grave concerns that during the building process,
blasting and drilling may cause the shifting of rocks that could easily divert or close off the
source of water for our well, which is located between two rock ledges as is our home.



Having grown up in the immediate vicinity of the former Trap Rock Corporation in the Town
of Poughkeepsie, I am extremely familiar with the repercussions from blasting and drilling -
it was a daily event that rattled our windows and took years off the life of our family dog!

• Unless we can receive a guarantee that our very productive and clean well
will not be affected by this major construction, we would like for the
developers to consider, at the very least, hooking our home to their water
system.

• We also would like for the developers (all of them) to provide some
compensation to the town for the school buildings that will be needed, as
well as fire, police and recreation services that will be needed. Such
compensation could be in the form of land, buildings, or actually paying
their fair share of taxes. Please don't try to tell us that apartment dwellers
pay in their rents the same share of taxes as homeowners, even though
they use as much or more of the services!

• While many residents have indicated a desire for an access to Route 9G
from the proposed developments, we would NOT like this to be through
Greentree Park. There is currently only one exit from Greentree Park which
utilizes a bridge over the Crum Elbow Creek. Added traffic on this small
bridge would be dangerous, as would the increase of teenage drivers
cutting through to access Route 9G to the high school.

• It occurred to us after the meeting last night that, given the current
population of Hyde Park as roughly 22,000 and the possibility of 2500
domestic units being added through all these projects bringing in probably a
minimum of 5,000 people (a conservative estimate of 2 persons per
domestic unit) that this would be a nearly 23% increase in the town
population. However - this is only Ward One! Assuming the town
population is fairly evenly divided among the four wards, it becomes much
closer to a 100% increase for Ward One alone. Imagine if similar projects
pop up in all four wards.

While we know that these developments will likely proceed in some fashion, we implore you
to represent our interests in making sure that the impact on the existing community is fair
and reasonable. And, of course, we are wise to the methods applied by the developers -
"tell them you want a huge development and they'll be happy to settle for the smaller one
that you really want" - so we hope that you are wise to them as well.

Thank you for your attention.

Sincerely,

Jeremiah Sheehan Patricia Sheehan

Attachment

cc: R. Linville
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July 2,2004

BY FAX

Mr. Donald Vieth, Chairman
Town of Hyde Park Planning Board
Hyde Park Town Hall
4383 Albany Post Road
Hyde Park, NY 12538

RE: Scoping Comments on, Hyde Park Commons
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Dear Mr. Vieth:

Scenic Hudson Inc. is a 40-year-old nonprofit environmental organization and separately
incorporated land trust dedicated to protecting and enhancing the scenic, natural, historic,
agricultural and recreational treasures of the Hudson River and its valley. To date, we have
protected 17,700 acres of land in 10 counties and created or enhanced 28 parks and preserves for
public enjoyment.

Scenic Hudson has had a longstanding interest in promoting sound planning principles and
advocating for Smart Growth throughout the Hudson Valley and in Hyde Park in particular. As
you are aware. Scenic Hudson owns the Hyde Park Drive-In and continues to lease the property
to the theatre operator for that use, as well as making the property available to the community for
the Hyde Park Farmer's Market. We have been engaged in a planning process for the Beliefield

• Core with the Town, the National Park Service and others, and have been actively involved in
the Historic Hyde Park Corridor Committee. In addition, Scenic Hudson has reviewed the Draft
Master Plan and, in 2003, we commented on the zoning amendments intended to implement the
Master Plan.

Scenic Hudson commends the Town Planning Board for determining that Hyde Park Commons'
proposed 732-iuut residential developmeat is a Type 1 action and for issuing a Positive
Declaration on the action. We believe that it is critical that a development of this magnitude be
carefully examined in order that the environmental impacts are identified and the proj set ,
designed in a manner that avoids or minimizes those impacts. Hyde Park Commons is one of
several large developments proposed in close proximity and, thus, underscores the importance of
a robust and comprehensive SEQRA review that includes the -cumulative impacts of all these
projects.

-1 -
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We are attaching a map of development constraints - streams, federal and state wetlands, steep
slopes and floodplains - found on the site. It is our hope that a feasible project can be developed
that avoids these constraints.

Our specific comments follow.

Alternatives
Scenic Hudson is concerned that, as proposed, the project does not reflect the context of the
natural and cultural features of the site. The site sketch plan received by the Town on March 10,
2004 indicates a series of multi-family buildings and parking lots strung out along a winding
access road. This would compromise existing cultural features, in particular, an extensive
network of stone walls that exists throughout the site. We believe that a feasible alternative
layout and design should be developed that would achieve the mutual objectives of providing a
residential community while protecting the natural resources on the site.

Scenic Hudson encourages the Planning Board to work closely with the applicant to develop this
site as a "Conservation Subdivision." We enclose a copy of a brochure from The North Carolina
Trust describing this process. The alternatives suggested below should be designed as a
Conservation Subdivision.

Alternatives That arrange buildings closer together and in a manner in harmony with the site and
protective of natural and cultural resources, should be included in the DEIS, The scope should
include this Conservation Subdivision alternative along with lower density alternatives with 50%
(366 units) and 25% (549 units) fewer units in order to mitigate traffic impacts, impacts on the
school system and the extent of site disturbance,

Cumulative Impacts
Several projects are under construction or are proposed within close proximity to Hyde Park
Commons, The scope should require that the DEIS examine the cumulative impacts from all of
these projects as they relate to one another and to the Town. These projects include: Huyler
Glen, Maple Ridge, Crofton Mews. Pinecrest, Regency Commons, Dominican Camp, Twin
Ponds, "Tax Sale " and "Skeeter."

Further, the impacts on the proposed Baker & Gonyea project at the corner of Route 9 and St.
Andrews Road should be included in the scope.

Consistency with Existing Flans
The scope should address the need for the DEIS to discuss Hyde Park Commons" consistency
with and include the goals, objectives and recommendations of the Route 9 Corridor Committee,

Visual Impacts
Section 3.4 of the draft scope addresses the impacts on aesthetic resources. A visual analysis,
including computer generated visual simulations, should be included that depicts the project's
appearance from Route 9f which is a State-designated Scenic Byway at the locations where it
passes the western site boundary.

-2 -
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The discussion of Visual Impacts should address the project's potential impacts on the Scenic
Area of Statewide Significance (Nome Heights Subunit) from which the project would be visihie
from the west side of Route 9,

Protection of Natural Resources
The DEIS should include an analysis of development restraints, similar to the abovementioned
map we have provided as an attachment to this letter. While this map indicates streams,,
wetlands, steep slopes, and floodplains, additional analysis is needed to determine the locations
of cultural features, such as stone walls, yet to be determined archaeological sites, the Route 9
viewshed, and habitat of endangered, threatened or Listed flora and fauna, including but not
limited to the Blandings turtle and Swamp cottonwood.

The scope should also indicate if the wedand portions of this site would be protected and if so,
how.

Cultural and Archaeological Impacts
Impacts to stone walls and cultural resources should be described in the DEIS. Mitigation -
including avoidance of these impacts - should be a goal of the DEIS.

Connectivity to Adjacent Parcels
The scope should require that opportunities be studied to connect Hyde Park Commons with
adjacent parcels. Scenic Hudson recognizes that the extensive system of wetlands on the site
will preclude many connections, however traffic impacts to Route 9 would be reduced to some
degree if future residents of Hyde Park Commons would bs able to access neighbors in The
Ledges to the south and to future developments to both the north and south without accessing
Route 9,

A draft corridor management study of Route 9 conducted, by the New York State Department of
Transportation recommends making connections between parcels, where possible. The scope
should include a discussion of this study, its recommendations, and how they might be applied to
Hyde Park Commons and surrounding parcels.

In addition, tihe scope should direct the DEIS to examine the need to provide bicycle and
pedestriaii connections to parcels to the north and south.

Oil-site Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities
As the potential home to over 1,000 new residents, Hyde Park Commons should be designed
with bicycle and walking trails throughout the site. This would provide the developers a valuable
amenity and selling point, as several recent studies have found that people seek out residences
with trailside amenities. In addition to providing exercise for the health-conscious, a system of
bikeways, trails and sidewalks would also divert short-distance auto trips to walking and bicycle
modes, thus reducing on site traffic impacts.

The scops includes the need to examine the benefits and costs of providing facilities for walking
and bicycling, including sidewalks along all roads, paths between buildings and bikeways
throughout the site, As noted above, opportunities to connect Hyde Park Commons to adjacent
parcels should also be evaluated,
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Future Development of Other Portions of the Site
The site sketch plan received by the Town on March 10,2004 indicates that much of the eastern
portion of the site, most of which is wetlands, is not proposed for development at this time,
There are however, two large, discontinuous parts of the eastern portion of the site that are not
designated wetland. These are approximately 600 feet by 1,300 feet (18 acres) and 800 feet fay
2.400 feet (44 acres). The scope should include a description of future plans for this part of the
site in order to avoid a segmented environmental review.

If these portions of the site are not slated for future development, will they be protected under a
conservation easement or deed restriction?

Scenic Hudson thanks the Planning Board for providing this opportunity to comment on the draft
scope.

If you have any questions regarding these comments, please call me at (845) 473-4440 x221.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Anzevino, AICP
Senior Regional Planner

JA/kb

Enclosures
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to: Town of Hyde Park Planning Board
re: Proposed 732 Rental Unit Development Project

from: Alfred Bruno
46 South Cross Rd.
Staatsburg, NY 12580

Board Members:

I am writing to you in the effort to persuade you to vote against the proposed 732 rental
unit development project on Route 9 in the Town of Hyde Park. I feel there should be a
moratorium on all multi-unit housing projects in Hyde Park.

The rural nature that attracted me to purchase a home here is rapidly being threatened by
a fierce land grab and subsequent development by outside contractors.

I urge you to vote no to these development projects, especially the 732 rental unit plan.
Keep Hyde Park the way it is. There is an absolute zero sum gain to Hyde Park by
allowing this rapid residential expansion and many, many drawbacks. You've heard the
voices of many town residents at the planning hearings. Now please Listen to us and
VOTE NO to these poorly planned projects that will ruin the beauty and character if
Hyde Park.

Thank you.

Al Bruno
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To the Hyde Park Planning Board, PLANNING BOARD OFFICE

We are writing in opposition to the most recent development proposal, The Commons.
We are both longtime residents of the town of Hyde Park (18 and 25 years,
respectively), and are extremely alarmed by not only this proposal, but also the many
other proposed developments being presented for approval.

All of this proposed development is residential in nature. Increasing the population of
Hyde Park (already at over 20,000 residents) signifies the need for increased services,
and brings to mind many questions:

1) Can we afford to build new schools, as the population of children in the district
outgrows our current facilities? Our taxes are already barely affordable.

2) How many residents and structures can a volunteer fire department safely protect?
3) What about the increased traffic this development represents? The cost of additional

road maintenance, new traffic light installations, and responding to the increased
auto accidents alone could be cost-prohibitive, not to mention the increased travel
time this would represent to all residents.

4) Can we guarantee that this amount of development is not going to deplete our
precious groundwater resources? We already have had significant groundwater
issues, both with quantity and quality, in Hyde Park.

5) What about protecting wetlands? We must consider the role of wetlands in
groundwater quality and wildlife support.

6) What about the loss of woodland? Trees provide a tremendous amount of oxygen,
while using carbon dioxide. All of this forest being returned to open land, with the
concomitant increase in traffic, will negatively impact our air quality.

7) What about preserving wildlife habitat? In order to sustain the rich variey of species
we have in our town, we must be willing to leave them the untouched space they
require.

These issues, both in terms of service demands and environmental degradation,
bring into question the viability of this proposal, and other proposals on the table.
Although we understand that the town is currently evaluating the plan for The
Commons, we believe it would serve the town best if the board would keep the
whole picture in mind when making decisions.

The sheer volume of proposals before the town points to the need for a clear policy
to follow in helping us promote sustainable development. We are well aware that, in
a town of 20,000 people, a group of 17 developers, loggers, and real estate
businesspeople, by means of a lawsuit, derailed any change to the Hyde Park Town
Plan. Even in the absence of such a plan, however, we do not owe this out-of-town
developer anything. Merely because he purchased a large tract of land in Hyde Park
with dollar signs in his eyes, does not mean that we must fulfill his capitalist dream.
Life has no guarantees, even for real estate developers.



We sincerely hope that town officials will place the quality of life of current residents
and taxpayers first, in considering any development proposal. Clearly, this town
needs to adopt a comprehensive plan for sustainable development in order to make
decisions today that our children will thank us for tomorrow.

We appreciate your attention.

Sincerely,

Kristin M. Wiles

Richard A. Avery
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June 22, 2004

To the Supervisor of the Town of Hyde Park
To the Hyde Park Town Board
To the Hyde Park Planning Board
To the Hyde Park Zoning Board

and to any other person(s) responsible for implementing
zoning that would prevent further catastrophies such as are
now happening and are proposed within the Toiwn of Hyde
Parki

It is beyond comprehension that this beautiful woods, which
is home to many of God's creatures, is going to be completely
destroyed! Please THINK^ everyone, this is the last
forest along Route 9 untill ;you get to 184 in Fishkill, where
the mountains start, (but where they also have been trying to
expand the mining and$ put more shopping areas on 84).
Disgraceful, so blasted greedy, there are just not the words
to describe the rotten people who only care about their
pockets, which, I might add, are already filled and overflowing!

The lovely, beautiful evergreen trees were destroyed and remov4ed
from these woods several years ago and sold to another country.
At that time, the people living on South Cross Road mentioned
that the poor animals and other creatures from the wetlands, were
running all over trying to find some refuge. Try to imagine
your own home -- you are sitting at the table on a beautiful
morning, you hear the hum of machines in the distance -- and
suddenly, there is a bulldozer ramming your house, the walls,
the roof, the floor all crashing down and you are trying to
get out. Well, we can get out and get help. But please telll me
WHERE DO THE ANIMALS GO FOR HELP??? They eventually have to
cross on of our many xs±HEffex "slaughter" highways, only
to find a mass of other houses, people, other roads, and on and
on.

Whenfe they started to build the Walmart, Lowes and other Stores
in Ulster County, a Wildlife REhabilitator (thank the Lord for
these people), told me how they tried to save many turtles
as they were bringing in dump loads of frocks and dumping them
on the turtles. As they would try to pickup the turtles, they
would laughl- and dump the frocks, trying to' hit the people at the
same time.
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The environmental concerns are tremendous , with the most
critical being the home for the animals , birds and other
woodland and we|tland creatures, and those trees. How
very important are our trees that are being destroyed all
around the world at such an alarming rate. Our air quality,
out beauty and amazement of the animals for their loving
intelligent and loyal way of living — we have learned so
much from them, yet we continue to destroy them.

The human greed is unbelieveable. The developers purposely
set a high number of apartments, knowing that will be objected
to, and then reduce the number which, from the beginning,
is the number they were planning on, so they really are not

losing anything.

PLEASE, let this forest remain "forever wild". Please, use
whatever means you can to stop this raping of our land, and
the killing of our TRUE FRIENDS!! When so many birds were
being killed by DDT and other chemicals, Rachel CArson -wrote
a book --"SILENT SPRING". We are destroying our environment
at a very fast pace now, and it will not be that long when
we have caased it to be "silent, all year-round".

Thank you for considering this,
heart,not just the bottom!

Thank you from all over my

Sincerely,

Alice Boomhower
30 Primrose Hill
Rhinebeck, NY 12572
?845) 876-7838


